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Welcome Message from the CEO

JAMBO!

tinued to observe the government
protocols on Covid-19 as it slowly
but cautiously hosted a few events
at the Centre.

Once again dear readers, I am glad
to present to you our second online edition of Mikutano magazine.

We are also adapting to the new
technology of hybrid and virtual
events as we look forward to once
again normalizing the physical
It is my sincere hope that you are
meetings at the Centre.
all well and safe especially during
this tough season where, more
In this second online issue of Mithan a year on, we are still battling
kutano therefore, we have highthe Covid-19 pandemic and the eflighted more on technology and
fects it has caused world over.
conferencing; the new dynamics
of conference tourism in terms
In the conferencing industry, we
of hosting events. We have also
are still heavily affected with the
covered the insights on green conpandemic since the dynamics of
ferencing; how green conventions
hosting and executing conferences
and green meetings are considhave highly changed.
ered during bidding of international conferences, as well as the
A number of destimations are
green initiatives the Centre has
cautiously re-opening the busiembarked on.
ness events industry with varied
Covid-19 protocols. Most meetWe have many more other topics
ings are happening online with
covered that you will enjoy readfew physical meetings happening
ing about.
in a controlled environment.
The KICC Corporation as well con-

Nana Gecaga
Chief Executive Officer
Kenyatta International Convention
Centre
We hope you will enjoy the read
and share your feedback on how
we can further improve the magazine.
Continue keeping safe, let’s flatten the curve, and thus finish
Covid-19.

Kenyatta International Convention Centre, Nairobi, Kenya
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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HALLO!

tainable initiatives and use
that to their advantage as a
marketing tool to attract more
I welcome you to our second association conferences.
online edition of Mikutano.
I hope you are all well and The publication has further
pointed out some of the best
keeping safe.
practices on environmentalWe still encourage our stake- ly sustainable initiatives that
holders, our readers and ev- convention facilities should
eryone to keep observing consider in their day to day opthe government protocols on erations to remain green conCovid-19 to enable us flatten scious facilities.
the curve.

In this edition, we have focused on matters green conferencing and sustainability; we have highlighted how
green venues have an added
advantage when bidding for
association conferences, the
need for ISO certification for
convention facilities as well
as how venues should always
carry out an audit of their sus-

We are positive that these
highlights will impact on us
Silvia Mochorwa, Editor
positively and enable our
stakeholders and partners observe them especially during ties have put in place to probidding for international con- tect the environment.
ferences.
These and much more exciting
Most bids to host high lev- news and features have been
el international conventions covered in the publication.
are won based on sustainable Relax and enjoy the reading!
programmes and initiatives a
country and convention facili-

Kenyatta International Convention Centre, Nairobi, Kenya
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Main Editorial Feature

Green Conferencing; How Green
Venues have an Upper Hand in
Bidding and Winning Certain
By Silvia Mochorwa
Association Events

The beautiful grounds of the Kenyatta International Convention Centre

For a conference facility to get
bids to host great events and win
certain awards, there is a lot that
goes into it apart from just having
a spacious facility and being in a
strategic location for instance.
Kenyatta International Convention Centre KICC) has won several
bids to host global conferences,
cementing its position as the
Center for Meetings, Incentive
Travel, Conferences/Conventions,
Events/ Exhibitions (M.I.C.E) tourism sub sector in the country and
the region as a whole.

It has hosted the destination’s
most prominent figures as well
as the country’s highest profile
events for over 45 years now.

first commissioned at the KICC,
then two years later moved to coffee farms in Gigiri, where its headquarters remains to date.

Having been opened to the public
in 1973 by the nation’s founding
father, and the first President of
the Republic of Kenya Mzee Jomo
Kenyatta, the first conference of
the UN and World Bank Conference at the centre opened the
gates for preference within the
East African Region as a conference venue.

In 2019 June, the Center was
named Africa’s Leading Meetings
& Conference destination at the
Annual World Travel Award – Africa (WTA) in Mauritius.

The convention again in 2020 year
won the same award as well as
winning the bid to host the 2020
Africa & Indian Ocean Gala ceremony that was scheduled for OcThe United Nations in Kenya was tober 2020 but due to Covid 19,
mikutano 4
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the event was postponed to a later date.
Green Conventions
However, few may be knowing
why KICC has been consistent in
scooping these awards and bids to
host events of such magnitude.
Some of the reasons for these
wins and bids are the various programmers, some costly, that have
been initiated in order to protect
the environment, promote diversity, conserve the resources, reduce
carbon emission - all aimed at sustainability of the environment.
Some of these programmes include green initiatives like use alternative energy like solar energy,
installation of grid tie photovoltaic
solar panels system, LED lighting
systems, re-use of water, green
building technologies.
Others are green lawns, planting
trees, carbon printing, garbage
collection and treatment system
and hand dryers and sensor based
taps.

In 2019 for instance, KICC invested in solar energy in a bid to cut
down on power costs and make it
an environmentally friendly building, a green building.
The Sh46 million investment saw
solar power become the first power supply to the centre and the
rest supplemented by the national
grid.

To contribute in helping the Government achieve the 10 per cent
forest cover by 2022, the center in
2004 set aside a section within it,
dubbed Global Forest, where dignitaries and visiting heads of State
and Government plant a tree.

The project is in addition to other
green initiatives that the centre
is currently undertaking including
The installation of 580 solar pan- elimination of plastic bottled waels fitted and fixed on one of the ter in conference rooms.
conference room’s rooftop of the
Tsavo Ballroom.
The centre further set aside a
green corner, where staff planted
According to KICC Chief Executive trees in memory of the late 2004
Officer, Ms Nana Gecaga, the in- Nobel peace prize Laureate Wanvestment has seen the convention gari Maathai, who was also the
centre reduce its power bill by first African woman to win a nobel
about 20 per cent, from the pre- prize.
vious bill of approximately Sh5.5
million per month.
To reduce power lighting bills by
about 50 per cent, the Corporation
“This investment has added to ini- invested in replacing fluorescent
tiatives the Centre is undertaking tubes, mercury lamps, sodium vato make KICC a green building in por lamps and other incandescent
line with major convention cen- bulbs with modern light emitting
tres globally. The savings, made diodes, which are efficient and use
are being re directed into other less energy.
projects within the Convention
Centre,” said Ms Gecaga
Every year, the carbon emissions

Solar panels on the roof top of the Kenyatta International Convention Centre
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Tsavo Ballroom at The Kenyatta International Convention Centre

caused by deforestation and other
human activities amount to more
than 30 per cent of the close to 5
billion tons of carbon accumulation, this only means that we need
to put trees back anywhere we
can as soon as we can.
Most panellists during the bidding process especially association-based bids observe and rate
how a conference facility has been
innovative in implementing sustainable initiatives.
In line with global conferencing
standards, a major part of conference tourism is to always be
environmentally cautious and
contribute our share towards conserving the environment through
our practices.
KICC Global forest
In 1983, Dr Mostafa K Tolba, Executive Director of UNEP started the
Global Forest at the KICC grounds

and planted the forests’ first tree.

quires 750,000 cubic meters of
water against the current 300,
This was the beginning of a jour- 000 cubic meters it receives. This
ney that KICC has gladly joined by means that there is a water shortensuring dignitaries visiting the age in the city.
country and representing their
countries during internation- This requires any big organisation
al conferences have a chance to in the city, to have an alternative
plant a tree there.
way of getting its water apart from
Among the dignitaries who have
planted trees at the KICC Global
forest include; former President
Mwai Kibaki and former first Lady
Mama Lucy Kibaki, who planted
the trees in 2005.

relying on the connection from
the Nairobi City Water and Sewerage Company (NCSWC) to meet its
daily water demands.

To ensure that we don’t incur
more water costs for our various
uses, the corporation is recycling
Others are environmental cham- and using fountain water to do
pion who was recognised world- irrigation of Global Forests, lawns
wide, The Late Nobel Peace and flower gardens.
prize winner, Professor Wangari
Maathai, Her Excellency Graca The water is filtered, cleaned
Machel, The former Prime Min- and recycled to be used on founister of Kenya, Hon. Raila Odinga tains and also used for cleaning
among other dignitaries.
of yards, thus the recycling lowers
The city of Nairobi has a population of about 4 million, which re-

the water bills.

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Irrigation of the lawns and forests
creates the greening effect and
ameliorates the climate around
the Center.
Another key aspect that panellists
during bidding look at is how the
conference facility has incorporated green building technologies
in coming up with the building or
while renovating it.
KICC has embraced green building
technology in its design philosophy. For instance, natural lights
and draughts are used in most of
the Center premises.

This lowers energy usage and promotes conservation of the environment.
KICC has planted lawns, global forests and raised tree areas, which
serves as recreational areas and
exhibition grounds for the clients.
Seed beds have also been established.
The fact that a conference Center
generates a lot of garbage, especially during the events, the facility must come up with smart ways
of tackling the excess waste.
To solve this, the garbage at KICC

is segregated and collected by outside firms for recycling and reuse.
Further, to reduce water usage
and costs of purchasing tissue papers in washrooms and contributing in deforestation, the corporation has installed hand driers and
sensor-based taps, which have led
to conservation of water.
The hand driers on the other hand
use air instead of paper or tissues,
which also conserves the forests.
Now you know why we have been
winning bids and awards to host
these major events.

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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New Products at KICC
Hosting Hybrid Events at KICC
By Rosemary Kamau

Aberdares room at The Kenyatta International Convention

Research suggests outdoor gatherings are safer than indoor
events. Outdoor events are safer
due to the natural ventilation and
extra space, allowing for easier social distancing. Outdoor activities
where people can maintain proper
social distance from one another
are safer than indoor events.
According to Erin Bromage, a comparative immunologist and biology professor at the University of
Massachusetts-Dartmouth, some
research has shown that “outside
is definitely safer” than indoor
gatherings when it comes to potentially transmitting or contract-

ing the new coronavirus.

International Convention Centre.

The New York Times reports that,
in a study that was released preprint and hasn’t yet been peer-reviewed, researchers found that
the chance of coronavirus transmission occurring indoors was
nearly 20 times higher when compared with outdoors.

The Nation Media Group Africa in
partnership with Micro and Small
Enterprises Authority held the second edition of the SMEs Conference and Expo on 18th, 19th and
20th March 2021 at KICC. It gave
small businesses another front
row seat on global best practices
in a bid to take their enterprises to
the next level.

Kenyatta International Convention
Centre has taken all the steps it
can to ensure that Covid-19 pandemic guidelines are adhered
to. In March this year, it held the
second edition of the SMEs Conference and Expo at the Kenyatta

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter

The annual event was convened
in partnership with the National
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(KNCCI), KEPSA, Micro and Small
Enterprises Authority (MSEA) and
mikutano 8

Turkana Room at the Kenyatta International Convention Centre

the Jua Kali Association. This year’s
conference was themed ‘Resilience, Recovery and Sustainability.” It capitalised on the opportunities and innovations available
to MSMEs to help them win. The
SMEs showcased their products
at the summit and were exposed
to export opportunities. The expo

also had SME clinics, business sustainability coaching, financial empowerment and support.
The Nation Media Group said the
conference built on the momentum of the inaugural one that was
convened under the theme, ‘Powering SMEs for Growth’ on February 24 to 25 last year. The last edi-

tion attracted 6,000 participants,
91 exhibitors and parastatal heads,
and was graced by seven Cabinet
Secretaries. Business leaders, policy makers, diplomats, innovators,
researchers, young entrepreneurs,
and students, among others were
also at the event.

Aberdares room at The Kenyatta International Convention Centre
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Green
Initiative at
KICC
By Linda Njeri
In support of the National call to
increase the country’s forest cover
to 10 per cent by the year 2022,
KICC in line with the Ministry of
Tourism and Wildlife greening
initiative continues to execute its
pledge to plant trees as part of the
conventions’ CSR program. This
initiative supports the Sustainable
Development Goals(SDGs), an

important focus of international
MICE clients, ensuring Kenya can
promote a green meetings destination that will encourage delegates to interact with nature and
our various cultures.
KICC had in the past partnered
with the Kenyatta University in
planting tree seedlings and the

initiative was very successful. The
convention plans on carrying out a
similar exercise with the university
during the month of June, which
will also be World Environmental
Month.

Recently planted trees at the Kenyatta International Convention Centre

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Key Strategic Focus
KICC has a mandate to promote
and market Kenya as a Business
Events destination. Over the years,
the Corporation has performed
this function to the best of its ability which has seen the country
play host to key international conferences and exhibitions such as
The United Nations World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) Executive
council meeting, The AGOA Forum, E.U. African Business Conference, Joe Biden Public address to
the nation when he visited Kenya,
56th Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference.
The Centre also hosted, World
Trade Organization (WTO) 10th
Ministerial Conference, The 4th

and 14th United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD), The 6 Tokyo International Conferences on African Development (TICAD), The High level
Global Conference on Sustainable
Blue economy, Magical Kenya
Travel Expo, 9th African Caribbean pacific Heads of States Summit
among others.
The KICC has in the past pursued
a multiprong approach in terms of
MICE product development and
aggressively marketing the destination for business events. The
Covid -19 pandemic has however,
significantly changed the business
environment globally.

The Kenyatta International
Convention Centre
Africa’s Premier Meeting Venue

By Jeff Omondi
One of the sectors that has greatly been affected negatively by the
pandemic is the Tourism sector. It
has slowed down global economic
growth and reduced has radically
changed the way of life. In terms
of meetings, the pandemic has
ushered in virtual conferencing as
the ‘new normal’ in the MICE industry since face to face meetings
have been drastically reduced.
The Corporation is currently focusing on three key strategies:

Happy Labour Day

1) Creating stronger partnerships
both locally and internationally for
targeted marketing and

THIS IS
YOUR CHANCE
TO ADVERTISE
ON THE
MAGNIFICENT
KICC TOWER!

2) Web Conferencing; leveraging
on Information Technology for
hosting events and as a result is
putting a robust ICT system that
can efficiently support virtual conferencing.
3) Modernization of the KICC facility owing to the new challenges presented by Covid-19 KICC is
modernizing the facility

Get in touch with us today! Tel: 0203261000 Email: info@kicc.co.ke
#StaySafe |#flaen the curve|#komesha corona|www.kicc.co.ke

@KICC_Kenya

KICC Kenya
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Virtual Meetings, the New
Normal in Conference
By Samuel Lihanda
Tourism
The advent of Covid-19 pandemic
in Kenya in March 2020 when the
first case was reported, brought
about the need for new ways for
the Corporation to conduct meetings differently from the traditional in-person meetings. All these
realignments necessitated by the
social-distance requirements enforced by the Government of Kenya through the Ministry of Health,
where attendees have to sit at
least 1.5 meters apart to avoid the
transmission of the virus from one
attendee to the other. This therefore means that a conference
hall’s sitting capacity has to be reconfigured to create the increased
need for more space between one
attendee to another. This in effect
results in the utilization of more
space as the number of attendees
will have to be reduced to comply
with the new Covid-19 government protocols.
Conference facilities capitalize on
capacity to earn more and if the
capacity aspect is affected, then
the facility will have to make do
with meagre earning or ultimately forego hosting a meeting. That
is the reason facilities globally expand their buildings in terms of
conference hall space to accommodate more delegates. Covid-19
pandemic has affected physical
conference meetings and global
players in the hospitality industry
including hotels and convention
venues including Kenyatta International Convention Centre (KICC),
have resorted to devise alterna-

tive ways of hosting meetings virtually through innovations availed
by emerging technology.
The KICC is now harnessing digital technology especially for the
workplace using Google Workspace’s – Google Meet. The need
for innovation was necessitated by
the need to ensure meetings are
held in adherence to the laid down
protocols of the Ministry of Health
as well as circulars from the Head
of Public Service requiring staff to
work from home and Board members to attend meetings virtually.
It also aims at ensuring that meetings are done virtually for business
continuity in light of the imposed
restrictions. The project, now just
over a year old, also aims to offer a

secure mode of communication to
enhance interactions within and
among organizational business
units.
The innovation, which is an adaptation and not original one provides
a verifiable platform that can be
used to account for and enhance
members’ interactions and maximum participation. It intends to
address service delivery problems
of geographically dispersed and
socially distanced workforce. The
normal situation as a community
was to schedule meetings within
the Centre, decide the room to
utilize and allocate the time and
members to attend the same, but
with the entry of Covid-19 and its
associated risks, it was important

Webinar on women in MICE with the KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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to facilitate the safe and efficient
tool for staff to interact with both
internal teams and external stakeholders.
The facilitation of a virtual environment for holding meetings
without the risk of exposure to the
invisible enemy within, while guaranteeing Confidentiality, Availability and Integrity (CIA) of the deliberations of each meetings was
the innovation bit of it in light of
CIA deficiencies of other available
social platforms in the market. To
launch and implement the innovation four guiding steps were used
including first identification of the
problem at hand – how to organize
communicate and manage virtual
meetings, evaluating the options
available in the market – checking
what the market offers as alternative solutions and comparing with
the need at hand and third was
creating awareness using information gathered on how the identified innovation impacts business
activities as well as enhances the
conduct of the same. Third was to
perform trials and dry runs – conducting mock/trial meetings with
select groups to evaluate solutions
effectiveness finally was adoption
upon successful and positive feedback regarding the innovation(s).

A viewer watches the Boma International Hospitality College Zoom Interview
with Ms. Nana Gecoga CEO KICC themed The Utopia of Hospitality (In the
eyes of we, the front-liners)

by the innovation.
As a corporation, plans are underway to leverage the success of the
virtual meetings through Google
Meet to facilitate hybrid meetings
for our clientele as the future of
meetings adapts to the new reality of both on site and remote attendance for meetings.
To ensure the sustainability of the
innovation, we have endeavoured
to ensure enough resources are
allocated for the annual renewals
of our Google Workspace subscriptions in order to sustain the
innovation for both our corporate
collaboration needs which include
virtual meetings which the tool
avails, while guaranteeing the encrypted transmission of deliberations of activities of the platform.
We have also bolstered other incidental infrastructure dependencies which the innovation relies
heavily to ensure flawless conduct
of out online engagements. This
has been achieved through establishing redundancy to guarantee
availability of the Internet; a key
component of everything online
based. Others areas enhanced include the upgrade of tools of trade

to consume the innovation i.e.
laptop and mobile phones, sustainably improving power supply
stability through the installation of
solar panels and high capacity Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
systems to counter the effects
of erratic power supply from the
main power grid.
Some other non-tech challenges
are also continuously addressed
including ICT capacity building
among the elderly groups of users
and others who may not necessarily be tech-savvy through continuous user support, and periodic
To date we have seen great proguser sensitizations on Information
ress in the adoption of the innovaSecurity (IS) awareness to safetion in relation to service delivery.
guard against known cybersecuriThe key result areas where outty vulnerabilities of online based
come of the innovation has been
tools.
felt is presentlyy, through the
As a Corporation we are alive to
Google Workspace (Google Meet)
the fact that with the evolving
platform, we facilitate the successnature of technology, we are not
ful conduct and accounting of an
exempt to its impact on our core
average of 40 virtual meetings in a
business operations and as such
month (120 meetings in a quarter)
the management is committed
from zero about one year ago. As
to the continuous plugging in
usual, any innovation must always
and onboarding of available and
have positive and negative impact.
emerging technology to maintain
Some cclients and service provida sustainable business operating
ers have been or will be affected
environment.
mikutano 13
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Going Digital or Not;
Has the Pandemic
Disrupted Traditional
Business Operations?
Going Digital or Not, Has the Pandemic Disrupted traditional Business Operations? By David Gitari

By David Gitari

ance of Peace in the country.
To her the opportunity to show- of creative internet- based solucase her talent was not only a tions.
game changer in reaching her auLike many other Government and
Daniel Macharia is a virtual artist dience, ‘it was everything’
in Nairobi. Gifted in sketching in- Then Covid-19 struck in March Private firms KICC have adopted
triguing images on canvas.
2020 and even KICC had to imag- the use of such applications to
Before Covid, The Kenyatta Inter- ine and re-imagine the business form working groups as well as
national Conference Centre (KICC) model and engagement with our broadcast important events and
announcements.
offered its space to him and other publics.
participants in the creative econo- The Mini-Art Gallery, was among Such groups have replaced the
my to display their drawings and the immediate casualties of the traditional notice boards where
talents at no cost.
new protocols brought about by news, events and notices would
have otherwise been placed. Such
KICC through its CEO, Nana Geca- the pandemic.
ga, also offered its Social Media Interactions between staff at KICC modernizations are now widely
Platforms to market the neophytes have also been hugely affected accepted as a means to fight the
in the Arena – a first in the history and the impact has been adoption spread of the Covid-19 virus, it
of KICC.
‘’If all leaders could spare just
space and give us a chance like
KICC has done, we would reach
our dreams faster and, in the
process, help build the economy
through our taxes,” said Macharia
at the time.
Hope, Optimism and a new outlook was not only shaping up, it
was practically visible.
Nancy Macharia is a Spoken Word
Poet who addresses issue in the
community and inspires a generation through melodic tunes and
verse.
‘’Towering, splendour, rays of sun
beaming from KICC through the
park to the saints all in church, all
singing to the black and white keys
of harmony – a country of peace
and strength…’’ starts one of her
poems on the role of youth employment in the long-term assurDavid with colleagues working at Kenyatta International Convention Centre
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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would sound right to predict that
even after the pandemic such
widely acceptable messaging applications will still be accepted as
they are easier, cheaper and effective.
According to Data-Reportal a platform designed to help people and
organisations all over the world to
find the data, insights, and trends
they need to make more informed
decisions. Kenya’s internet penetration stood at 40.0% and had
21.75 million internet users in January 2021.
In terms of social media, the number of social media users in Kenya was equivalent to 20.2% of the
total population in January 2021,
the increase of 2.2million therefore translates to an increase of
over 25% between 2020 and 2021.
The upscale use of social media
is necessitated by the need for
people to stay connected socially even in business. Applications
like House Party, Kosmi, Rave and
Google duo among others are now
being adopted by many organizations to conduct virtually their end
of year parties as well as host other internal celebrations.
With Countries worldwide enforcing restriction protocols not limited to curfews, Lockdowns, stay at
home and Work from home rules,
Government agencies and industries are implementing virtual collaboration on a day-to-day basis.
The rising numbers in the use of
digital applications like email, Google docs, google sheets, google
rooms, google groups and sharable drives, WebEx, Base Camp,
along with the rise in numbers in
Brainstorming sites like mindmeister.com, miro.com, lucidspark.
com have come in handy to help
businesses strike deals during the
pandemic.
The pandemic has made it important for businesses to become

more digitally conscious. The acceptance of digital video-communication services like Google meet,
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Skype,
webex in addition to the aforementioned evolutionally innovations introduced to assist people to work from anywhere have
transformed how people on the
planet used to conduct business.
With the new normal in place,
the Kenyatta International centre
through the management leadership led by the chief executive officer Nana Gecaga and the board
modernization of meeting and
conferencing rooms is ongoing the
introduction of a new website and
other new digital initiatives to be
launched soon as well as the presence in most popular social media
sites in the country will not only
help the centre to stay relevant
but also clients and delegates visiting the country.
Important however to note is the
installation of multiple quick response codes at the centre that
helps delegates tour the centre
during break out sessions or after
attending a conference at the centre. Such installations during the

pandemic have ensured that social
distancing requirements are met
during when a delegate tours the
centre with his or her smartphone
or tablet being the tour guide.
Although the rise of Misinformation and Fake News has been
propelled by digital channels and
messaging applications as well as
the challenges of data privacy, social alienation, Privacy Concerns,
Social Disconnect, job insecurity,
Digital Media Manipulation, anonymity and fake personas are listed as the downsides of businesses
going digital The pandemic has
opened a window of a prospect to
do things differently and it’s only
time that will tell us if it’s time to
go digital or not.
Crucially, Daniel and Nancy can
be certain that KICC is testing new
innovations and digital platforms
that may take the manual exposure of talents from the walls of
KICC, to the heart prints of its Social Media
The writer is the Head of Digital
Communication At the Kenyatta International Convention Centre.
david.gitari@kicc.co.ke

Working from home & using technology to connect with others
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Rosemary Kamau

Moving Events Outdoors

Outdoor Exhibitions at the Kenyatta International Convention Centre

Research suggests outdoor gatherings are safer than indoor
events. Outdoor events are safer
due to the natural ventilation and
extra space allowing for easier social distancing. Outdoor activities
where people can maintain proper distance from one another are
safer than indoor events.
According to Erin Bromage, a comparative immunologist and biology professor at the University of
Massachusetts-Dartmouth, some
research has shown that “outside
is definitely safer” than indoor
gatherings when it comes to potentially transmitting or contracting the new coronavirus. The New
York Times reports that, in a study
that was released preprint and

hasn’t yet been peer-reviewed,
researchers found that the chance
of coronavirus transmission occurring indoors was nearly 20 times
higher when compared with outdoors.
Kenyatta International Convention
Centre has taken all the steps it
can to ensure that Covid19 pandemic guidelines are adhered
to. In March, this year it held the
second edition of the SMEs Conference and Expo at the Kenyatta
International Convention Centre.
The Nation Media Group Africa in
partnership with Micro and Small
Enterprises Authority held the second edition of the SMEs Conference and Expo on 18th, 19th and

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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20th March 2021 at KICC. It gave
small businesses another front
row seat on global best practices
in a bid to take their enterprises to
the next level.
The annual event was convened
in partnership with the National
Chamber of Commerce & Industry
(KNCCI), KEPSA, Micro and Small
Enterprises Authority (MSEA) and
the Jua Kali Association. This year’s
conference was themed ‘Resilience, Recovery and Sustainability.” It capitalised on the opportunities and innovations available
to MSMEs to help them win. The
SMEs showcased their products
at the summit and were exposed
to export opportunities. The expo
also had SME clinics, business sustainability coaching, financial empowerment and support.
The Nation Media Group said the
conference built on the momen-

tum of the inaugural one that was
convened under the theme, ‘Powering SMEs for Growth’ on February 24 – 25 last year. The last edition attracted 6,000 participants,
91 exhibitors and parastatal heads,
and was graced by seven Cabinet
Secretaries. Business leaders, policy makers, diplomats, innovators,
researchers, young entrepreneurs,
and students, among others were
also at the event.
The second edition examined the
impact of the Covid-19 pandemic
on SMEs and MSMEs. It focused
on what has worked, explored the
tremendous resilience of SMEs
that has been on display, and look
ahead at how to emerge from the
crisis. Due to the Covid-19 protocols, only selected continental
leaders and Kenya-based experts
participated in-person.

The Kenyatta International Convention Centre
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A Day in the Life of
Terry Opiko, Key
Accounts Manager
Q. How long have you worked in
Q. Did you start off as a key acthe meetings industry?
counts manager?
A. Thirteen years now. I joined the
Kenyatta International Conven- A. Definitely not! It takes time to
tion Centre, which was then the amass knowledge. I actually did
Kenyatta International Conference my internship at the centre in
Centre, in 2007. At the time it was mid-2006 and then went back to
the venue at the helm of confer- complete my studies. I was lucky
ence tourism and it still is the case that they had an opening for me at
the centre in 2007. I started off in
in Kenya.
the Customer Service Department
Q. What is exactly your job here? and over time managed to work
my way forth.
A. I work with the KICC as a key
accounts manager. My position re- Q. What do you like about your
quires me to promote the centre job?
locally, regionally as well as internationally in terms of bringing in A. My favourite part of the job is
that I get to interact with a variety
MICE business.

of individuals, which allows me
to get a sense of what they are
looking for in an ideal convention
facility. The same interactions actually serve as a learning platform.
There’s so much I’ve been able
to know because of my job and I
cannot replace that experience
with anything. What you know is
completely yours. An average day
on the job consists of checking
emails, following up on sales and
providing excellent customer service and knowledge while advertising the centre.
Q. How would you describe customer service?
A. Customer service for me is

Terry with colleagues at The Kenyatta International Convention Centre
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learning how to be more produc- A. Well, I have heard it all, from
tive in an office setting and I know bringing down a wall in the buildnow how to interact with a team. ing which could result in weakening the structure, to site visits to
Q. What motivates you in your my house and marriage proposals.
job?
No two days with customers are
ever the same
A. My job at the KICC provides
me with the satisfaction of know- Q. How long do you plan to work
ing that I am helping and I really for the centre?
just like to help. Sometimes it’s so A. I want to relax in the future and
hard. You have to work all through tour the world even more. I am
nights just setting up for a function currently working towards that
and sometimes there’s just those particular ambition. Before I am all
days with plenty of letdowns. But I grey and too tired to walk I would
love coming into work because of like to have a chance to experience
my co-workers. The KICC is truly a my life through different scopes.
Q. How has being involved with family. When you are having a bad
day or need help with something, Q. What is your personal mantra?
the centre helped you?
someone is always there and willA. KICC has prepared me for a va- ing to pick up the slack. My favou- A. Life is not about waiting for the
riety of challenges to come in my rite saying is: ‘Always do your best, storm to pass. It’s about learning
to dance in the rain.
professional and personal life. I even when no one is watching.’
welcome those challenges. I have
learnt the value of working with Q. What is the strangest request
a team that values creativity, effi- you’ve ever had from a customer?
ciency and personal connections
with customers. I am continuously
about being a good listener, being
friendly and trying to do whatever it takes to put a smile on the
customer’s face. Being happy with
what you do is reflected in your
work, in your natural attitude. And
it’s contagious – or at least sets
an example. Always be friendly to
customers and try to be as helpful as possible because even if
people do not sign up with you at
that time they will come back and
talk to you or send their friends to
speak with you if they had a good
experience. You will always be a
reference point.

Traditional dancers at The Kenyatta International Convention Centre
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Guest Column

Covid Continues to Wreak
Havoc on the Events Industry

By Courtney Fingar

Courtney Fingar is the Editor-in-chief of Investment Monitor and a widely known commentator on
international investment trends. This article was written on 5th May 2021
es a degree of uncertainty due to a result of the pandemic.
the ongoing pandemic, the scale
of disruption – and potential de- From virtual to hybrid
struction – of the meetings, incen- If ‘virtual’ was the key word for
tives, conferences and exhibitions 2020, ‘hybrid’ is the zeitgeist for
(known in shorthand as MICE) seg- 2021. While many events will rement stands out.
main fully virtual for the remainder of this year, plans are also
The global events industry was under way to host events that invalued at $1.1trn in 2019 and, clude a blend of in-person and virpre-Covid, was expected to reach tual participants.
$1.6trn by 2028, according to Allied Market Research.
There was a trial period of such hybrid events in the fleeting moment
That was before Covid-19 brought between European lockdowns in
In a sign of greater pessimism live events to a sudden halt. By late 2021. Having cancelled the
– and a potential harbinger – in March 2020, the industry had al- main Mipim event scheduled for
late April the organisers of Octo- ready lost $16.5bn, according to March 2020 in Cannes – an interber’s Tokyo Motor Show, JAMA, UFI, the Global Association of the national property fair that typiannounced the cancellation of Exhibition Industry. In a survey at cally attracts upwards of 20,000
the event, deciding against even that time conducted by EventMB, delegates – organisers replaced it
a virtual option. This is the first 90% of event professionals report- with a smaller, hybrid event in Partime the biennial motor show has ed that some or most of their busi- is in September 2020 with 1,500
been cancelled since it was first ness had disappeared, 2.75% were in-person attendees and thouheld in 1954. In 2019, the show left unemployed and only 5% were sands more participating virtualattracted more than 1.3 million minimally impacted. By November ly. Forced to cancel the 2021 live
visitors. Akio Toyoda, chairman 2020, 52% of event professionals Mipim event and take it virtual for
of JAMA and president of Toyota said they had lost income as a re- a second year in a row, plans are
Motor Corporation, said in a state- sult of the pandemic, while 11% now afoot to host a hybrid version
ment: “We decided to cancel the had been furloughed and 10% laid in Cannes on 7–8 September 2021.
“The pandemic has meant that we
auto show as it seems difficult to off, EventMB found.
have had to adapt, with the safety
offer main programmes in a safe
environment. The association had Technology has been the only via- of our clients, partners and staff
considered the possibility of hold- ble solution to overcoming the con- always our top priority,” said Miping the motor show online, but it straints caused by the pandemic. im director Ronan Vaspart.
wanted the event to be held phys- Covid-19 created a mad scramble
by event planners to pivot to virtu- Cancellations,
postponements
ically.”
al formats. Nearly three-quarters and reformatting hit the bottom
How the MICE industry has fallen of planners, or 74%, told EventMB lines of event companies in a dithey had become more proficient rect manner, of course, but they
into the Covid trap
At a time when every industry fac- or much more proficient in tech as also have a substantial impact
mikutano 20
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Tokyo, host city of the summer
Olympics set to take place in July,
is being put to the test as it attempts to pull off a major global
event while much of the world is
still in the grip of Covid-19. Already
delayed by a year, the event has
been scaled down massively, with
the latest plans allowing for only
domestic spectators to attend and
more recent discussion of banning
fans altogether. The Olympic Committee insists the games will go
ahead, in some form, however.

on global business in a broader
scope. Events and exhibitions are
– or were – places of deal-making,
of networking, of direct marketing, of showcasing new products.
It is difficult for virtual gatherings
to replicate many of the benefits
that made live events so popular,
and such a lucrative business, in
the first place. The change affects
all industries, although reactions
and adaptations have differed
slightly. Here we take a look at the
status of key events in a range of
business sectors.

imum quantities and certification.
The Kingpins denim trade show is
following suit, with the Kingpins
Exchange where denim mills can
present their collections to buyers
in a digital showroom format.

show a QR code displaying their
Covid-19-related health status and
data on travel to high-risk areas.

Defence
The Covid-19 pandemic has forced
the defence industry online, with
Show organisers say they see almost all major defence events
these new platforms having a per- and air shows since March 2020
manent presence once normal moving to virtual formats. While
in-person events resume. Many many companies in the sector
had already been exploring ways have seen some benefits from
to extend their relevance beyond the shift to remote working, there
the typical twice-yearly, five-day is a clear trend of defence firms
fair format. The new digital offer- wanting to get back to in-person
ings provide an all-year-round way events.
Apparel
for fabric mills to showcase their
With few opportunities for face- collections – and one that comes More recently the industry has
to-face meetings over the past with a much smaller carbon foot- taken some tentative steps back to
year, online fashion shows, digital print.
business as usual. The United Arab
conferences and video tours have
Emirates’ IDEX event went ahead
become the norm for the global Automotives
in February 2021, for example,
apparel industry, but fabric fairs The international calendar of ma- albeit with rigorous Covid testing
are proving more difficult to rep- jor set-piece motor shows was regimes in place.
licate in a virtual format. Not only under threat even before the pando they play a key role when it demic forced the cancellation of Looking ahead, one of the world’s
comes to helping brands and de- the Geneva Motor Show in the largest defence events, DSEI, is
signers to find materials, compo- spring of 2020. Many car compa- due to go ahead this September
nents and trend inspiration, there nies had already concluded there at London’s ExCeL Centre, which is
is also the keyphysical aspect of are better ways to spend their currently being used as a Covid-19
being able to touch, feel and han- marketing budgets and the days vaccination site. Its organisers are
dle fabrics in order to understand when the big reveals of new mod- focusing on the live event; howevhow they will hang, drape and fall els really were guaranteed to be er, plans are under way to allow
on a finished garment.
exclusive are – in the world of so- virtual access to conferences for
cial media and online leaks – long would-be visitors who cannot enThat said, the industry has pulled gone.
ter the UK.
out all the stops to develop new
online sourcing hubs to help fill the Many manufacturers have opted While some major defence events
void. Organisers of the Première to host virtual press launches or are set to proceed in a hybrid forVision fabric fair launched an on- utilise online broadcasting plat- mat, 2021’s air show calendar, in
line Marketplace with more than forms instead for new product Europe at least, is missing some of
20,000 items – including fabrics, launches. For example, in Febru- its biggest shows. Earlier in 2021
leathers, accessories, yarns and ary, Mitsubishi Motors debuted its it was announced that both the
denim – and the ability to order new flagship Outlander model to Paris Air Show and the UK’s Royal
samples or products by the metre. the world’s press via Amazon live. International Air Tattoo had been
Messe Frankfurt has a new digital This year, Shanghai’s motor show, cancelled. The Air Tattoo organsourcing platform for its Apparel held in April, was billed as an isers said there were ‘simply too
Sourcing, Avantex, Leatherworld, in-person event and a return to a many risks’ to go ahead.
Texworld and Texworld Denim semblance of normality. However,
Paris fairs. Again there are virtual international visitors were large- Finance
showroom and matchmaking ser- ly absent and some news confer- During 2020, the world’s biggest
vices, with buyers able to build ences were held via video link. financial services events were
collections based on country, min- Attendees were also required to either held virtually, cancelled
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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all together, or postponed until
2021, and as Covid-19 continues
to cause uncertainty, many events
are altering their plans once again.
For instance, banking conference Sibos is opting to stay virtual for the second year in a row
but hopes to return to a physical
event in 2022. In a statement, the
organisers of Sibos, Swift, said: “In
light of Covid-19 restrictions, and
after consulting widely with our
customers and partners, Swift has
taken the decision to keep Sibos a
free, digital-only event for 2021 to
ensure the safest and best possible experience for the global Sibos
community.”

follow in Las Vegas during October.
In June, there will also be a virtual event called MoneyFest, which
will be available on demand.

are being used, including wider
aisles and rules on the maximum
number of people allowed on
stands.

Food
After the Covid-19 pandemic led
to the cancellation of food industry trade shows worldwide during
2020, some turned to virtual
events – albeit with mixed success.
Organisers have started to open
their doors again this year, but
principally in the Middle East and
Asia, with Gulfood in Dubai and
Foodex Tokyo among the shows
that have taken place so far in
2021.

In all, a year without trade shows
in the industry may cause some
food manufacturers to become
more selective about the events
they do attend when they resume.
One UK manufacturer says the
company may pick and choose
which domestic exhibitions to attend moving forward after seeing
little impact on business from not
exhibiting at those shows in 2020.
There is, however, a desire among
many in the industry to return to
attending physical events in an inLast year, PayExpo decided to Some face-to-face events in Eu- dustry that thrives on innovation,
postpone its main event until Oc- rope and North America are set to meeting clients and, of course,
tober 2021, hosting virtual events return this year, although, depend- tasting food.
in the meantime. Its virtual events ing on the exhibition, there are reseries, called PayExpo Digital, en- strictions on who can attend. The The role of a trade show in drumables industry professionals to Summer Fancy Food event sched- ming up new business could be
access on-demand webinars and uled to take place in New York in vital. Packaged food manufacturdiscussions.
September is limited to domestic ers, especially those that supply
exhibitors due to space restric- the retail sector, have been more
In contrast, some coordinators tions at the venue.
insulated from the worst business
have made the decision that virtuimpacts of the pandemic due to
al events are not worth their time. However, Natural Products Expo more consumers eating more of
In January, it was announced that West, a key trade show in the in- their meals at home.
Accountex London had been can- dustry’s diary, will again not physicelled until 2022. Event director cally take place in 2021. Held each However, others, with significant
Zoe Lacey-Cooper said: “Although March in Anaheim, Expo West was business through a food service
there are positive signs that large- abruptly cancelled in 2020. This sector all but closed down in many
scale events will be able to restart year, the event is being held in markets for months, will be keen
in the coming months, the cur- May – but virtually.
to see a return to industry expos
rent restrictions in place still pose
as part of their recovery plans for
a huge challenge to running Ac- In Europe, one of the largest 2021 and beyond.
countex London in May this year. events set to take place this year –
As always, our priority is safety, the Anuga trade show held bienni- Healthcare
and we feel that there are still too ally in Cologne – is still scheduled In the early days of the pandemic
many issues in 2021 for us to be for October. However, a source – with academics, medical societable to deliver the event.”
says Anuga’s organisers are being ies and pharma companies alike
flexible on their contracts with struggling to feel out the shape
On a more positive note, the co- exhibitors when it comes to post- of lockdowns as the pandemordinators of Money 20/20 are set ponement and cancellation, rec- ic unfolded – there was a rash of
to make bold moves, with plans to ognising the uncertainty still being outright cancellations and suspenhold two in-person events towards wrought by the pandemic.
sions in the healthcare industry,
the end of the year. The first live
including venerable conferences
event will take place in September Across events that are taking such as the American Academy
in Amsterdam, and a second will place, a range of safety measures of Neurology’s annual meeting in
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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April, Digestive Disease Week in
May and the American Medical
Association’s House of Delegates
meeting in June. The cancellation
of the Endocrine Society’s ENDO
2020 conference in March 2020
marked only the third time the
event had been called off in the
society’s 104-year history, with
the previous two cancellations occurring during the Second World
War.
Elements of the ENDO 2020 agenda were eventually retooled for
ENDO Online 2020 in June, the
largest virtual event in the society’s history. The online conference drew an audience of more
than 27,000 – an impressive bump
on the 9,500 delegates who were
expected to attend the physical
gathering in San Francisco. The
death and virtual rebirth of ENDO
2020 echoes the wider story of
medical events’ adaptation to
Covid-19, with dozens of summits,
conferences and
symposia making the transition to
virtual formats in 2020 and 2021.
To some extent the pandemic has
simply accelerated an ongoing
conversation around the merits of
moving meetings online, but the
experiences of the past year have
also showcased the upsides of going digital – online presentations
are well-suited to disseminating
clinical and scientific information, the main purpose of medical
meetings. Accessibility is another key benefit; accessing events
through a simple online portal
gives a chance to attend for clinicians and researchers – particularly those from developing countries
– who might otherwise have been
priced out by the cost of travel and
accommodation. And, as a British
Medical Journal comment piece
reminded us last year, going online
is also a crucial opportunity to cut
the carbon cost of these events,

even as the prospective delegate
list widens.

the virtual world.
The first quarter of 2021 saw the
majority of events, such as Capital
Once Covid-19 is in the rear-view Link’s Decarbonisation in Shipping
mirror, in-person events are likely Forum, take place online. Despite
to retain their position as the key initial hopes, major events such
staging grounds for industry net- as the European Business Aviation
working and sowing the seeds of Convention and exhibition, which
academic collaboration, although was slated to take place between
more advanced virtual meeting 18 and 20 May in Geneva, was
software may eventually bridge cancelled.
this gap. In any case, the core lesson learned from medical events’ The International Transport Foexperiences in the past year is that rum, the world’s largest gathering
no matter the circumstances, the of transport ministers, is set to go
science must go on – and with ahead as planned in May 2021 but
virtual gatherings proving them- online only, while the Electric and
selves for all to see, even a pan- Hybrid Marine World Expo & Condemic can’t interrupt the conver- ference was moved to June 2022.
sation for long.
As 2021 progresses, events in all
transport industries have taken on
Tech
a hybrid form – having the event
Tech events remain plentiful and live but providing online platforms
continue to be virtual on the to enable attendees to participate
whole. The big hitters of Microsoft, remotely. In aviation, France Air
Google and Apple are continuing Expo – one of Europe’s biggest
with their annual highlights online: civil aviation exhibitions – will use
Google dev conference I/O is back this delivery format.
on the cards after its 2020 iteration was cancelled due to Covid; Where now for events?
Apple has already hosted a head- As the pandemic rolls on, albeit
line-grabbing April event and has with recovery in sight in some reWWDC 2021 coming up in June. gions, safety remains the top conSecurity events such as RSA Con- cern for event organisers. Much
ference are also in rude health.
hinges on the successful roll-out of
A few major events have gone hy- vaccines, which has been patchy
brid for 2021, mainly in Europe – in a global sense. Ongoing travel
Dutch Technology Week and MWC restrictions are another huge barBarcelona, for example. In Asia, rier and are subject to change at
however, Taiwan’s annual Compu- short notice, making it difficult to
tex event is remaining 100% virtu- do the kind of forward planning
al despite the country being open that is necessary for a live or hyfor business and relatively Covid- brid event. The number of attendfree.
ees, in any case, will be substantially smaller than in the past, and
Transport
possibly for years to come.
Like other industries, transport
events came to a halt when the Additional reporting by Leonie BarCovid-19 pandemic began in rie, Dean Best, Berenice Healey, GiMarch 2020. The sector quick- acomo Lee, David Leggett, Chris Lo
ly came up with ways to work and Evie Rusman.
around the lockdowns and travel
restrictions by moving events to
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Staff Pictorial
(Before the Pandemic)
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Pictorial

26th April 2021
The government through the Ministry of Tourism and Wildlife has launched a nationwide
Covid-19 vaccination drive for frontline personnel in the Tourism and Hospitality sector at
KICC.
The launch which commences in Nairobi county was presided over by Tourism and Wildlife
CS, Najib Balala in partnership with the Nairobi Metropolitan Services, Kenya Association
of Hotel Keepers and Caterers (KAHC), Kenya
Association of Tour Operators (KATO), Pubs and
Restaurants Association (PERAK), among other
stakeholders in the sector.
CS Najib Balala greets the KICC CEO and other
stakeholders.

Members of staff receive vaccination as
Tourism and Wildlife CS, Najib Balala looks
on.
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3

Pictorial

KICC Directors Mr. Geoffrey Thande and Mr. Gomeri
Kombo with KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga

President Uhuru Kenyatta greets the Education CS Prof
George Magoha. KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga on the right.

10 February 2021 – President Uhuru Kenyatta created a new State Department in the Ministry of
Education to steer curriculum reforms through the implementation of the Competence Based
Curriculum (CBC) at KICC
The Kenyatta International Convention Centre E-Newsletter
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Pictorial World Rally Championship

Kenyan President Uhuru Kenyatta flagged off the powerful 2021 Safari Rally at the Kenyatta International Convention Centre
on 24.6.21

Kenya hosted the the World Rally Championship (WRC) 2021. Kenya will host the World
Rally Championship (WRC) Safari Rally every
year until 2026, President Uhuru Kenyatta has
announced. With the successful hosting of the
2021 WRC Safari Rally, the President said Kenya had demonstrated to the world that it was
prepared to host global events despite the logistical challenges posed by Covid-19.
“I am proud to say that after a 19 year-long
pause, the Safari Rally is back home! Our efforts have paid off. We have staged a remarkable 2021 World Rally Championship (WRC)
Safari Rally that has challenged both man and
machine, and which will be remembered for
many years to come,” he said.
The President, who is the patron of the 2021
WRC Safari Rally, noted that the Kenyan leg of
the world series event had confirmed the huge
potential held by the country as a global motorsport destination.

The 2021 World Rally Championship winner Sebastian Ogier
and his navigator Julien Ingrassia in Naivasha
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Kids Corner
KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga
welcomes a child to KICC
before the pandemic

KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga
cuts a cake with children
from Gatina Primary School
visiting KICC before the
Pandemic
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Did you know KICC has a Global Forest?
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The Tin Tin Restaurant is located at Kenyatta International Convention Centre. It was established in 1978.
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Artist Corner
KICC CEO Ms. Nana Gecaga admiring a painting on
display at the KICC miniart gallery with an artist
in 2019

KICC in support of young artists welcomes them to display their artwork for two weeks each at the KICC miniart
gallery. We look forward to continue hosting artists in the
future when Covid-19 Pandemic has been contained.
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